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Abstract

In this paper, we present an experiment

performed with the aim of evaluating

if linguistic knowledge of expert qual-

ity about Romanian synonyms could be

crowdsourced from L1 language learn-

ers, learning Romanian as their mother

tongue, by collecting and aggregating

their answers to two types of questions

that are automatically generated from a

dataset, encoding semantic relations be-

tween words. Such an evaluation aimed at

confirming the viability of a fully learner-

fueled crowdsourcing workflow for im-

proving such type of dataset. For this

experiment, we reused an existing open-

source crowdsourcing vocabulary trainer

that we designed for this very purpose and

which crowdsourcing potential needed

further evaluation, especially with regards

to lesser-resourced languages such as Ro-

manian. Our results confirmed that pro-

ducing expert knowledge regarding Roma-

nian synonyms could be achieved in such

a fashion. Additionally, we took the occa-

sion to further evaluate the learning impact

of the trainer on the participants and gather

their feedback regarding several aspects.

1 Introduction

The lack of Linguistic Resources (LRs) and the

lack of exercise content are respectively two long-
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standing issues that are slowing down the do-

mains of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and

Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL).

Recent efforts that implement an implicit crowd-

sourcing paradigm have started to tackle these is-

sues in a concurrent fashion (Nicolas et al., 2020).

Such a paradigm follows the idea that if a dataset

can be used to generate the content of a specific

type of exercise, then the answers to these exer-

cises can also be used to improve back the dataset

that allowed to generate the exercise content.

Among the efforts implementing this paradigm,

we devised an open-source and publicly-available

vocabulary trainer called v-trel (Rodosthenous

et al., 2019; Lyding et al., 2019; Rodosthenous

et al., 2020) in order to generate exercises from a

knowledge-base called ConceptNet (Speer et al.,

2017) while using the crowdsourced answers to

improve ConceptNet. In the experiments we

previously conducted and reported about, we

provided some preliminary evidence towards its

crowdsourcing potential but a more thorough in-

vestigation was still needed, especially with re-

gards to a lesser-resourced language such as Ro-

manian that is far less represented in ConceptNet.

Furthermore, the evaluation of the learning impact

of v-trel on its users also had room for further ex-

ploration. For this experiment, we aimed at filling

both gaps, while taking the opportunity to gather

more feedback about the vocabulary trainer.

We explain hereafter how we demonstrated that

aggregating the partial and neophyte knowledge of

L1 learners of Romanian1 could be used to pro-

1The experiment originally targeted L2 students but the
health crisis due to the Covid-19 pandemic limited our net-
working options and we had to rely on already established
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duce knowledge of expert quality about Romanian

synonyms. We therefore explain how our experi-

ment provides evidence that v-trel, and its under-

lying approach in general, can be used to devise

a fully learner-powered crowdsourcing workflow

for improving datasets, encoding semantic rela-

tions between words. We also explain how this ex-

periment allowed us to gather additional insights

regarding the learning impact on the participants.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section

2, we present work related to our approach and

discuss similarities. Next, in Section 3, we briefly

discuss v-trel and the gaps we aimed at filling with

this experiment. In Section 4, we explain how we

adapted v-trel for the purpose of our experiment,

and in Section 5 we describe how we set up our ex-

periment. We then discuss the results we achieved

in Section 6. Finally, we explore future efforts in

Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.

2 Related work

Our efforts are situated at the crossroad between

crowdsourcing knowledge in order to enhance lin-

guistic resources and automatically generating ex-

ercises for CALL purposes. Accordingly, the rel-

evant state of the art is composed of approaches

targeting only one or both of the two subjects.

With respect to the previous work related only

to the automatic generation of exercises, the state

of the art is composed of only a handful of ap-

proaches that generate exercises directly from lin-

guistic resources. Most related works actually fo-

cus on the “cloze” (deletion) test, where a portion

of the text has some of the words automatically

removed by some NLP-based pipeline, and the

learner is asked to recover the missing words (Lee

et al., 2019; Hill and Simha, 2016). In Lyding et al.

(2019), we confirmed the lack of automatic gen-

eration of exercises based on linguistic resources

by reviewing the most recent proceedings of two

CALL-oriented NLP workshops2 and coming to

the conclusion that current efforts are dedicated to

other subjects such as the generation of cloze ex-

ercises, the modelling of the learner knowledge,

or the detection and/or correction of mistakes in

written productions. Among recent work target-

contacts with schools instructing L1 Romanian students that,
despite being proficient, are still learning their mother tongue
(see proficiency results in Section 6).

2Innovative Use of NLP for Building Educational Appli-
cations (Tetreault et al., 2018) and NLP for Computer As-
sisted Language Learning (Alfter et al., 2019).

ing the generation of language learning exercises,

we can point to Chinkina et al. (2017) and Chink-

ina et al. (2020), in which the authors addressed

the development of a novel form of automatic gen-

eration of questions that combines a wh-question

with gapped sentences. Following a small-scale

pilot study, the work of Ziegler et al. (2017) pro-

vided empirical evidence supporting the effective-

ness of instructional treatments, such as input en-

hancement, for L2 growth, as well as exploring

how technological innovations could deepen our

understanding of L2 acquisition. We can also refer

to the work presented by De Kuthy et al. (2020),

in which the authors described an automatic ques-

tion generation approach to partially automate

Questions under Discussion (QUD) annotation by

generating all potentially relevant questions for a

given sentence in a German text. In addition, in

Fenogenova and Kuzmenko (2016), the authors

proposed an approach to automated generation of

English lexical exercises for learning collocations,

and then compared the exercises produced to those

compiled manually by language instructors.

Regarding the previous works related only to

the crowdsourcing of linguistic resources, they can

mostly be categorized into two groups aiming at

curating a varied set of linguistic resources: the

approaches relying on micro-task platforms (e.g.

Kordoni et al. (2016), Caines et al. (2016), Lafour-

cade (2007), Ganbold et al. (2018), Post et al.

(2012)), and the approaches implementing im-

plicit crowdsourcing approaches that crowdsource

information from a crowd that is not necessarily

aware of the on-going crowdsourcing. This is usu-

ally achieved by embedding the implicit crowd-

sourcing approach into a workflow used for a dif-

ferent purpose than crowdsourcing. For example,

among approaches implementing implicit crowd-

sourcing methods, a great share of the state of the

art consists in games that implicitly crowdsource

linguistic knowledge from their users while pro-

viding them entertainment. Such games are re-

ferred to as GWAPs (Games with a Purpose) and

include efforts such as Lafourcade (2007), Poesio

et al. (2013) or Guillaume et al. (2016)).

Finally, with regards to previous works re-

lated to both the automatic generation of language

learning exercises and the crowdsourcing of lin-

guistic resources, the state of the art contains only

a limited number of efforts that combine both as

we do. The most famous initiative is certainly
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Duolingo (von Ahn, 2013) which used to gener-

ate translation exercises and crowdsourced the an-

swers to sell them later to third parties. Other ef-

forts were developed in the context of the enetCol-

lect COST Action and implement the aforemen-

tioned implicit crowdsourcing paradigm (Nicolas

et al., 2020). V-trel is one of them and, as a cor-

nerstone of our work, we discuss it in greater de-

tails in the following section. Among the other

works related to enetCollect and/or the implicit

crowdsourcing paradigm, we can also point the

readers to Millour et al. (2019), Smrz (2019),

Grace Araneta et al. (2020) and Arhar Holdt et al.

(2021) that all aimed at crowdsourcing lexical

knowledge. Finally, two other learning tools are

also worth considering: one for crowdsourcing

POS corpora (Sangati et al., 2015) and another one

for crowdsourcing syntactic dependencies (Hladká

et al., 2014).

3 v-trel in a nutshell

The vocabulary trainer v-trel is a prototypical

language learning tool that generates vocabulary

exercises from a multilingual linguistic resource

called ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017) in which

words and their semantic relations to one another

are recorded (e.g. translation, synonyms, hyper-

nyms etc.) in the form of triples (word1, relation,

word2). At the same time, v-trel crowdsources the

answers with the aim of producing through aggre-

gation an expert knowledge that can be used to en-

hance ConceptNet. V-trel offers exercises through

a user-friendly chatbot interface accessible from

the Telegram messenger3.

V-trel generates two types of exercises: open

exercises in which users are provided a word and

asked to provide another one related to the first one

by a specific semantic relation (e.g. provide a syn-

onym of “house”) and closed exercises in which

users are asked if a pair of words are related to

one another according to a specific type of seman-

tic relation (e.g., Are “home” and “house” syn-

onyms?).

The version of v-trel we adapted for our ex-

periment generates open exercises from a finite

list of words and the closed exercises from both

the recurrent triples suggested by learners in an-

swers to open exercises and the existing triples al-

ready encoded in ConceptNet. By proceeding in

such a fashion, the answers provided to the closed

3https://telegram.org/

questions can be aggregated and used to, on the

one hand, validate or discard triples suggested in

open exercises to extend ConceptNet and, on the

other hand, validate or contradict the triples al-

ready encoded. The user feedback to open ques-

tions is based both on the answer previously pro-

vided by other learners and on the existence of

a matching triple in ConceptNet. User feedback

to closed questions exclusively relies on the pres-

ence (or absence) of a matching triple in Con-

ceptNet. In order to support the learners in their

efforts, v-trel also implements a number of user-

oriented features such as a hint feature allowing to

request examples, an automatically generated link

to Wikipedia4 allowing to swiftly consult a dedi-

cated page on Wikipedia (if any) and a point sys-

tem with a functionality displaying a leaderboard

that allows learners to compete among themselves.

While the experiments we described in the two

last papers about v-trel (Lyding et al., 2019; Ro-

dosthenous et al., 2020) allowed us to validate

and/or enhance many relevant aspects, no exten-

sive formal proof was made that expert knowledge

could indeed be derived from the answers of the

learners. This is mainly due to the fact that for

the last experiment reported, while we could con-

firm the capacity of open questions to generate rel-

evant triples to include in ConceptNet, we gener-

ated a large number of closed questions that di-

luted the set of answers crowdsourced. This setup

led to an insufficient average number of answers

per closed question that prevented us from per-

forming any kind of aggregation that could pro-

duce the expert knowledge needed to validate or

discard new triples or existing ones. As a fall-

back approach for closed questions, we manually

evaluated the quality of a random sample of an-

swers in order to demonstrate that they were on

average correct for more than 50% of them and

that, consequently, expert quality would statisti-

cally have been achieved by collecting more an-

swers. Nonetheless, we discovered after the ex-

periment a bias toward positive answers in the

responses of learners that prevented us from do-

ing so. Indeed, since the closed exercises are

both mostly automatically generated from the new

triples recurrently suggested in open questions and

the ones available in ConceptNet, the correct an-

swer was in most case “Yes”5 and learners grad-

4E.g. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House for house
5There were also a few closed questions automatically
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ually understood it over time6. Consequently, in

order to earn more points, most learners chose

to always answer positively in case of doubt in-

stead of choosing the option “I-don’t-know” that

allowed them to skip a question for which they

were not sure of the correct answer. As a con-

sequence, whereas the average accuracy of the an-

swers to closed exercises where the correct answer

was “yes” was far above 50%, the average accu-

racy of the answers for the ones where the correct

answer was “no” was under 50%. This issue thus

prevented us to indirectly confirm the crowdsourc-

ing potential. Another aspect for which the evalu-

ation of the crowdsourcing potential is further ex-

plored with this new experiment is the language

targeted. Indeed, only English, the language best

covered in ConceptNet has been considered so far.

Regarding the learning impact on users, we

evaluated the learning impact on users by rely-

ing on pre- and post-experiment vocabulary tests

that were manually revised by an expert and also

some small randomly sampled sets of answers of

a few students. For the last experiment described

in Rodosthenous et al. (2020), while results of the

pre- and post-questionnaires were not conclusive,

we observed some learning impact as the aver-

age accuracy of the small randomly sampled sets

of answers of the most prolific five students were

slightly better for the second half of the sets than

for the first. However, the difference was not vast

(+4%) and the size of the sample was limited (100

answers) and only concerned five learners. We

thus explore this question in order to further sup-

port our previous findings.

4 Adapting v-trel

Overall, we adapted v-trel by partially disconnect-

ing several automatic mechanisms in order to cre-

ate a more static version that allowed us to better

evaluate the aspects we were interested in. In that

perspective, as our main focus was not so much

to produce expert knowledge in order to improve

ConceptNet but to produce it for the purpose of

evaluating its quality, the crowdsourcing we made

was more of a simulation of crowdsourcing since

we asked many questions for which we knew the

answers. Regarding the evaluation of the learning

generated from triple encoding a relation NotRelatedTo for
which the correct answer was “No”, but they were not nu-
merous enough.

6Some learners actually said it explicitly in the user ques-
tionnaire they answered after the experiment.

impact on learners, we did not adapt v-trel in any

particular way as we relied on the evolution of the

accuracy of the answers provided over time. We

thus relied on an intrinsic evaluation instead of us-

ing an extrinsic approach such as one with pre- and

post-tests.

The adaptations that we performed focused

mainly on the open and closed questions and are

discussed hereafter. Aside from these, we lo-

calized the interface to Romanian and used syn-

onymy as the type of semantic relations on which

the learners were tested.

Indeed, in our previous experiments on v-trel,

we used the “relatedTo” relation between words

in ConceptNet. A closed question could have for

example be “is home related to family?”. From

the experience we gained so far, we concluded

that finding consensual answers for some of these

questions was more challenging than we origi-

nally thought. We thus chose to use synonymy

instead which made the task far easier. The crite-

ria we used to further specify our notion of syn-

onyms was that two words shall be considered

as synonyms of one another if they can be ex-

changed/paraphrased in a sentence without alter-

ing its overall meaning. For example the Roma-

nian words “imagine” (“picture” in English) and

“ilustraţie” (“illustration” in English) can freely

be exchanged in the Romanian sentence “Profe-

soara le-a aratat copiilor o ilustraţie/ imagine cu o

expediţie de la Polul Nord.” (“ The teacher showed

the children an illustration/picture with an expe-

dition from the North Pole.” in English) without

altering its overall meaning. The definition of syn-

onymy we used is thus one that also accounts for

partial synonymy between words that would prob-

ably not be considered as synonyms of one another

if considered outside the context in a sentence.

4.1 Adapting the open questions

The open questions and the feedback given to the

learners remained globally the same. Learners

thus received points if they provided an answer

that matched an existing triple in ConceptNet or

if they provided answers that their fellow learners

provided as well a sufficient number of times. Un-

like our previous experiments, we post-evaluated

the answers that were given more than twice by

the learners, to observe if the frequency of occur-

rences of an answer was correlated with its quality

(see Section 6).
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We limited the number of open questions so as

to avoid diluting the answers of learners. The size

of the set of open questions was estimated by do-

ing a mock-up test with a few people before the

experiment that allowed us to estimate the aver-

age number of answers per person and per hour.

We then multiplied this number by the number of

participants expected and the average number of

hours we expected them to contribute to our ex-

periment.

4.2 Adapting the closed questions

Unlike the case of open questions, our adaptations

focused on avoiding two issues: a too large num-

ber of closed questions that would dilute exces-

sively the answers of learners, as well as an imbal-

ance between closed questions for which the cor-

rect answer was “yes” and the ones for which the

correct answer was “no” (in order to avoid influ-

encing silently the learners in answering an option

more than another as it happened in a previous ex-

periment).

We addressed the first issue by generating a fi-

nite set of closed questions. The size of this set

was also estimated via the mock-up test prior to

the experiment. In order to maintain the size of

this set of questions, we disconnected the mecha-

nism that automatically generates closed questions

from the answers provided to open questions.

In order to address the second issue and have a

balanced set between closed questions for which

the correct answer was “yes” and the ones for

which the correct answer was “no”, we auto-

matically generated from ConceptNet two sets of

closed questions, one for each type of answer, and

a single annotator manually revised them in order

to ensure that our final set was indeed balanced.

We thus created for our experiment a specific gold

standard for the closed questions and used it after-

wards to study how much the aggregated knowl-

edge extracted from the answers of the learners

was correlated with it (see Section 6).

In order to automatically generate the two sets

of closed questions to revise manually, we im-

plemented and tested mechanisms exploring Con-

ceptNet according to two assumptions that al-

lowed us to create and rank two different lists: a

list of potential pairs of synonyms and and a list

of pairs of words that could be anything but syn-

onyms of one another.

The assumption to generate potential pairs of

synonyms is a well-known one that follows the

idea that If two Romanian words A and C are

translations of the same word B in a different lan-

guage, then A and C might be synonyms. This

assumption thus relies on semantic relations de-

scribing translations between words that, on a con-

ceptual level, could be considered as relations de-

scribing pairs of synonyms belonging to different

languages. For example, “frumos” and “atrăgător”

are synonyms and both translate to “beautiful” in

English. The ranking of the pairs of words in-

cluded in the list generated is then based on the

number of common translations (referred to as B

before) found in all the languages.

The assumption to generate potential pairs of

words that can be anything but synonyms of one

another is that If two Romanian words A and D are

respectively both translations in a different lan-

guage of two words B and C that have a relation

that is not a synonymy relation (e.g. antonymy or

hyperonymy), then A and D might have the same

relation in Romanian and are most likely not syn-

onyms of one another. For example “flat” is a type

of “home” in English and they translate to “aparta-

ment” and “casă” respectively in Romanian. The

ranking of the pairs of words included in the list

generated is then based on the size of the set of

pairs of translations (referred to as B and C be-

fore) found in all languages. A valuable particu-

larity of this mechanism is that the pairs of words

were meaningful as they are part of the semantic

landscape of one another, as opposed to a mech-

anism that would randomly pick two words (e.g.

bred and plane).

A single annotator then revised in an orderly

fashion the two lists until our gold standard had

the size we aimed at. In order to make sure that

open questions and closed questions have com-

mon grounds, we used the list of words of the open

questions as word A in the two assumptions we re-

lied on to generate closed questions.

Creating a gold standard for the closed ques-

tions also solved another issue: the feedback pro-

vided to the student for such questions. Indeed,

v-trel relies at present on ConceptNet to provide

such feedback. However, ConceptNet is a dataset

that contains noise that can induce improper feed-

back to an extent that can create distrust from the

users7. Should v-trel become fully functional, it

7By browsing the online version of ConceptNet, you’ll
see that, for example, school is marked as related to sociotem-
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will over time be capable of gradually improving

ConceptNet, or some specifically-selected parts of

it, and thus reduce the noise it contains while en-

hancing its coverage. Since our experiment aimed

at demonstrating the crowdsourcing potential of v-

trel, relying on a gold standard for the closed ques-

tions allowed us to circumvent this issue.

5 Experimental setup

For our experiment, we generated 750 open ques-

tions and 1792 closed questions8.

The experiment involved three classes with a

total of 48 L1 students, aged between 18 and 19

years, that were taught Romanian by two teach-

ers that agreed to support our initiative. The stu-

dents were attending two high schools with differ-

ent specializations, one theoretical and the other

technical, respectively referred to as school “1”

and “2” in Table 1. In order to foster participation

and competition between the students, a contest to

win vouchers for an e-commerce for the top five

ranked participants, as listed on the leaderboard

(see Section 3), was organized. Out of the 48 stu-

dents, 20 registered and actively participated.

The experiment ran for 17 calendar days, from

28 May 2020 to 13 June 2020. The experiment

was introduced by the teachers, who were always

assisted by one of the authors, with a training ses-

sion tutorial that included simple installation in-

structions as well as some examples of how to

answer questions. In order to keep students mo-

tivated, we manually crafted and sent them bot-

like push messages on four occasions and wrote

messages on their Facebook groups. After the ex-

periment was concluded, we asked learners to fill

a survey giving them the opportunity to provide

feedback on v-trel and the overall experiment.

6 Results

6.1 Participation and expertise of the crowd

Figure 1 shows the percentages of the answers pro-

vided by the 20 learners over the 17 days of the

experiment, as well as the number of learners con-

tributing every day and the moments we sent bot-

like push messages to them to keep them engaged.

poral, austrian and tiger mother, which seems incorrect out-
side of the context that generated these relations.

8We originally aimed at an equivalent number of open and
closed questions but a misunderstanding with the annotator
that compiled the gold standard for closed questions led to
the creation of a higher number of closed questions.

As one can observe, the number of answers glob-

ally increased over time while the number of learn-

ers contributing fluctuated noticeably with an av-

erage of 9,2 per day (see blue bars in Figure 1). In

our opinion, the overall increase of answers con-

tributed is partly due to the prize-winning contest

we organized over the first 16 days. Overall, as

it can be observed in Table 1, six students con-

tributed for 88.27% of the answers (79.79% of an-

swers to open questions and 91.66% of answers

to closed questions). We believe that the fact that

our contest offered 5 vouchers, one fewer than the

number of the most active learners, is no coinci-

dence. This is a particularly interesting fact to con-

sider for future experiments in order to maximize

participation as these learners contributed volun-

tarily an amount of answers that most likely re-

quired between ten to twenty hours of their time,

i.e., 12037 answers for the top contributor. Such

an amount of time would have cost far more than

a mere 20 euros voucher if we had remunerated

them per hour of participation.

In Figure 1, the bot-like push messages are de-

picted by black stars. They mostly served their

purpose as the second, third and fourth ones did

induce spikes of participation whereas the first one

sent after the first day wasn’t very effective. From

these few observations, it is fair to say that push

messages seem to be a relevant tool to foster par-

ticipation.

Overall, our setting allowed us to meet our goals

in terms of amount of answers crowdsourced as we

obtained 17108 answers to open questions (22.8

on average) and 42610 answers to closed ques-

tions (23.8 on average), which is more than twice

than our original goal of obtaining an average of

10 answers per question.

With respect to the expertise, Table 1 details

the overall performances of learners in answer-

ing open and closed questions computed by con-

fronting their answers to an improved version of

our gold standard for closed questions9 and an-

other gold standard we compiled for open ques-

tions10. As one can observe, despite the fact that

9We manually revised the entries where the strongest dis-
agreements between the answers or the learners and the con-
tent of the gold standard could be spotted (see further details
in Section 6.2).

10It is worth noting that the gold standard for the answers
to open questions is based on a subset of the answers which
are likely of being of higher accuracy in average. The perfor-
mances to open questions reported are thus over estimating
the true performances of the learners (see further details in
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the learners are L1 Romanian speakers, their over-

all performances hardly qualifies them as an expert

crowd for which we would have expected perfor-

mances closer to the perfection (e.g. 98% accu-

racy)11. This shows that our crowd qualifies as

a non-expert crowd which skills can still be im-

proved, even though its skill-set should be notice-

ably above other non-expert crowds such as L2

learners.

Finally, the noticeable variability of the per-

formances of the learners (Min / Max 69.57% /

97.56% for open questions and 58.82% / 92.12%

for closed questions) confirmed our intuition that

it is worth taking performances into account when

aggregating their answers.

6.2 Producing expert knowledge

6.2.1 Open questions

Within the crowdsourcing workflow of v-trel,

open questions are primarily meant to extend Con-

ceptNet by collecting triples that are not encoded

in it. Recurrent triples trigger the generation of

closed questions that will confirm or refute their

validity12.

A single annotator performed an evaluation af-

ter the experiment on 1640 triples out of the 2513

triples13 that had been suggested at least twice in

order to create a gold standard. We then used it to

study if the number of times a triple had been sug-

gested was correlated with its quality14. Figure 2

demonstrates that the answer is a firm yes. Be it

by considering all answers as equally important or

by attributing them a weight associated with the

proficiency of the learner (computed over the av-

erage accuracy of the answers of the students for

the triples present in the gold standard), the qual-

ity of a triple is clearly correlated with the number

of times it has been suggested. According to our

evaluation, triples that were suggested with a score

Section 6.2).
11Even though some did achieve quite respectable perfor-

mances, such as the second and fourth learners.
12While it is not implemented in v-trel at present, open

questions are also the occasion to gather positive answers for
the closed questions that are automatically generated from
them.

13We did not evaluate all 2513 that had been suggested
twice or more or the other 4179 triples that had been sug-
gested once because of manpower constraint.

14It is worth noting that compiling such a gold standard
was only meant to double-check this correlation. Compiling
a gold standard while relying on a single annotator was thus
an approach of lesser quality that still met our needs.

of 6 or more15 were 97% correct when considering

weighted votes (around 95% with regular votes).

For our use case, we can thus confirm the

crowdsourcing potential of the open questions in

order to produce a knowledge worth considering

for extending ConceptNet.

6.2.2 Closed questions

Within the crowdsourcing workflow of v-trel,

closed questions are both meant to take expert

decisions to confirm or refute the triples present

in ConceptNet and accept or filter out candi-

date triples to extend ConceptNet that have been

crowdsourced in open questions. We evaluated

this crowdsourcing potential in two manners.

In order to evaluate the answers to closed ques-

tions, we first confirmed that our set of closed

questions did not silently induce a bias between

positive and negative answers. As we collected

51.4% (21849) positive answers with an average

accuracy of 83.16% and 48.6% (20665) negative

ones with an average accuracy of 83.23%, there is

no reason to believe that our experimental setup

induced any such bias.

We first studied if the answers provided by the

learners allowed to confirm or revoke the gold

standard we had compiled for our experiment. In

order to do so, we revisited our gold standard for

all the 1972 closed questions and took into con-

sideration how much the answers of the learners

contradicted the gold answer we had associated

with the closed questions. After such reconsidera-

tion, we inverted the original decision made by the

single annotator that compiled the gold standard

from “yes” to “no” or vice versa for 13.3% (239

questions) out of the 1792 questions and created

an enhanced version of our gold standard. This

confirms that, at least for our use case, the aggre-

gated answers to closed questions crowdsourced

can indeed be used to contradict the entries of a

gold standard.

We then studied the quality of the winning “yes”

or “no” options to the closed questions accord-

ing to the minimum margin with which a winning

option wins over a losing one in terms of aggre-

gated score. Because v-trel is still a prototype

that doesn’t have yet an aggregation method im-

plemented in it for closed questions, we relied on

two rather simple aggregation scores: the mini-

mum difference between a simple majority score

15542 open questions in our gold standard met that criteria
for the weighted votes and 302 for the simple votes.
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Figure 1: Percentage of the answers collected per day and numbers of contributors

(stars indicate when push messages were sent)
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Figure 2: Accuracy of triples suggested to open

question according to the number of votes.

and the minimum difference between a weighted

majority score16. As can be seen in Figure 3, the

greater the minimum difference between the win-

ning option and the losing one, the higher is the

accuracy of the winning option. For example, if

the difference is at least of 16 points17 then the

winning option is around 98% reliable when using

the weighted score, and 97% when using the sim-

ple vote18. This confirms once more that, at least

for our use case, expert knowledge can be crowd-

sourced out of multiple answers provided by L1

learners to closed questions.

16The weight of an answer corresponded to the average
accuracy of the answers of the learners according to our en-
hanced gold standard.

17639 closed questions met this criteria for the weighted
scoring and 774 for the simple scoring.

18It should be noted that the number of answers to crowd-
source for obtaining such a difference in votes depends on the
triples considered.
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Figure 3: Accuracy of a winning option to closed

questions according to the minimum difference in

aggregated scores with the losing option.

6.3 Learning impact

In order to discuss the learning impact, we studied

how the capacity of the learners in answering open

and closed questions evolved over the duration of

the experiment.

6.3.1 Open questions

In order to observe the learning impact regarding

open questions, we reused the manual evaluation

we did on the triples that were suggested at least

twice by learners (see Section 6.2) and computed

an average accuracy for their first 750 answers.

The reason why we only considered this set of

answers is due to the fact that we had prepared 750

open questions and, since some learners provided

more than 750 answers, they answered some ques-

tions several times. And when the learners were

confronted with a question they had already an-

swered, they were requested to provide an answer
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Id School
All questions Open questions Closed questions

# % answers # % answers Acc # evals # % answers Acc # evals

1 1 12037 20.16 2821 16.49 89.66 774 9216 21.63 80.2 9190
2 2 9600 16.08 1921 11.23 88.15 852 7679 18.02 92.12 7669
3 1 9207 15.42 2023 11.82 86.2 1065 7184 16.86 87.82 7158
4 1 8589 14.38 2300 13.44 87.91 951 6289 14.76 90 6273
5 2 7994 13.39 2101 12.28 85.39 1437 5893 13.83 71.79 5880
6 2 5280 8.84 2486 14.53 85.94 1330 2794 6.56 76.81 2786
7 2 2067 3.46 1021 5.97 88.91 487 1046 2.45 75.69 1045
8 2 1070 1.79 512 2.99 79.75 237 558 1.31 74.64 556
9 1 1033 1.73 541 3.16 96.25 267 492 1.15 67.68 492
10 2 544 0.91 256 1.5 97.56 41 288 0.68 61.11 288
11 2 472 0.79 232 1.36 87.4 127 240 0.56 78.66 239
12 2 397 0.66 195 1.14 84.54 97 202 0.47 81.09 201
13 2 297 0.5 147 0.86 - - 150 0.35 80 150
14 2 259 0.43 128 0.75 95.7 93 131 0.31 87.02 131
15 1 254 0.43 125 0.73 87.32 71 129 0.3 82.03 128
16 2 182 0.3 88 0.51 - - 94 0.22 69.15 94
17 2 140 0.23 69 0.4 75 16 71 0.17 83.1 71
18 1 102 0.17 48 0.28 90 30 54 0.13 81.48 54
19 2 99 0.17 48 0.28 - - 51 0.12 58.82 51
20 1 95 0.16 46 0.27 69.57 23 49 0.11 77.08 48

Table 1: Number, percentage of answers provided and accuracy of answers per learner and per type of

exercises (# evals indicate the number of answers that matched a question in our gold standards).

different from the ones already provided. The

difficulty of a question was thus increasing every

time it came back. Another aspect that negatively

impacted the quality of answers to questions com-

ing back is that we did not offer them the opportu-

nity to skip an open question. By doing so, we

forced them to provide answers, including sub-

optimal ones, in order to be allowed to move for-

ward. For all these reasons, observing the evolu-

tion of the performances of learners to open ques-

tions can only be performed soundly on the first

750 answers.

The average accuracy of the subset of theses an-

swers that had an entry in our gold standard are

shown in Figure 4. As one can observe, they re-

mained globally stable around 90% over this set

of 750 answers and no progress can be observed.

This is unfortunately due to another bias that this

experiment allowed us to identify. Indeed, as ex-

plained earlier in Section 6.2, the more often an

answer to an open questions occurs the more likely

it is to be correct. As such, by not considering

the answers that occurred only once and were thus

not included in our gold standard, we just keep on

evaluating a subset of answers for which the qual-

ity is stable over the time span of the experiment.

In order to perform this evaluation, we would have

needed to have a gold standard for the whole set of

the first 750 answers of each of the learners and not

a subset of the best ones. The increased quality of

the answers can nonetheless be observed in an in-

direct fashion by observing the ratio over time of

answers matching an entry of our gold standard vs

the answers not matching any entry (that are over-

all of lesser quality). As observable in Figure 4,

this ratio increased over time, which indirectly in-

dicates that the accuracy of the answers provided

increased, even though we can’t evaluate directly

to what extent.

The learning impact for open questions could

thus be indirectly observed. Nonetheless, because

of the many issues we listed above, its evaluation

remains a subject we would need to address more

conclusively in future work (see Section 7).

6.3.2 Closed questions

In order to observe the learning impact for closed

questions, and instead of doing pre- and post-tests

on the learner to observe the differences in per-

formances before and after using v-trel, we chose

to study the evolution of the performances of the

learners over time with the idea in mind that the

first and last set of answers can be seen as a form of

pre- and post-tests. Figure 5 displays the average

accuracy for sets of 250 answers ordered in time

for the eight learners that provided more than 500

answers to the closed questions. As one can ob-

serve, the curves fluctuate greatly and do not have
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Figure 4: Accuracy and ratio of the first 750

answers to gold-annotated open questions.

the increasing direction we would have expected,

with many of the curves stagnating and some even

dropping. Table 2 displays for the eight learners

the average accuracy of the first two hundred fifty

answers, the first half of the overall answers, the

second half of them and the last two hundred fifty

answers provided. In that case also, our original

expectations of a greater quality for the second

half of the answers were not always met, with four

learners performing better over time, two perform-

ing similarly and two performing worse.

We also could observe that despite using a first

and last set of answers of rather large size (250

answers), the observations we could deduce re-

garding the learning impact on the learners from

their accuracy would not always match the ones

we would deduce from observing the accuracy of

the larger sets consisting in the first and second

half of all answers. For example, evaluating the

learning impact from the first and the last sets of

250 answers or the first and second half of all an-

swers would have led us to different conclusions

for the first three learners listed in Table 2.

The fact that the four learners whose perfor-

mances stagnated or decreased during the second

half of their participation were part of the group

that won a prize for their participation leads us

to suspect that the competition among them might

have had a deterring effect on the quality of their

answers. We thus suspect that the strategy to earn

points for these learners was to favor quantity over

quality (i.e. speed over reflection). The fact that

more than half of the answers were provided dur-

ing the last four days of the experiment would tend

to confirm our intuition (see Figure 1). If our intu-

ition is indeed correct, while we had foreseen that

such a phenomenon could happen, we underesti-

mated its extent. In the event that we run another

experiment that includes such a contest, we would

need to devise strategies to prevent such a side-

effect (see Section 7).

Overall, the learning impact for closed ques-

tions could not clearly be confirmed for many

learners. At the same time, we could not think

of, or observe, any intrinsic reason why there

wouldn’t be one for all learners. Confirming the

learning impact of closed questions thus remains

an open question to address.

6.4 User feedback

With respect to user feedback, 10 learners filled

the post-experiment survey asking them questions

with a free text, boolean or Likert format. During

the survey, the learners were asked their thoughts

on open and closed questions (free text), as well

as the usefulness of these questions in vocabulary

training (boolean), and the ratio of open and closed

questions they prefer (Likert scale). The learners

were also asked with two Likert scales how much

they used the “hint” functionality and the auto-

matically generated Wikipedia links (see Section

3) and how useful they thought it was (boolean),

as well as whether they had any feedback about

it (free text). They were finally asked about their

overall user experience with the vocabulary trainer

(Likert scale), what they liked and didn’t like (free

text), their thoughts on the Telegram interface and

if they had any additional feedback (free text).

The students mostly gave positive feedback on

the open questions, and two of them pointed out

an important aspect of the Romanian language,

namely the polysemy of words, which can be dif-

ficult to differentiate between the meanings of two

words written identically in the absence of dia-

critics. All survey participants that gave a free

response to the question about their thoughts on

the closed questions mostly listed how simple the

questions seemed at first glance, but that they took

time to think of an answer. They offered a positive

feedback regarding the usefulness of both types of

questions for training vocabulary. Seven out of the

ten survey’s participants showed a preference for

open questions over the closed questions.

Regarding the “hint” functionality, seven of the

participants said they used it for less than half of

the questions, while the rest said they used it for
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User First 250 First half Second half Last 250 Progress

1 84.4 84.26 76.13 93.12 worse

2 80 92.2 92.05 93.6 similar

3 88.4 88.23 87.4 80.4 similar

4 78 87.66 92.35 90.4 better

5 76.8 75.57 68 67.2 worse

6 70 74.35 79.27 81.2 better

7 54.4 68.97 82.41 80 better

8 70.8 71.48 77.78 78.4 better

Table 2: Accuracy of the answers of learners to closed questions for the first two hundred fifty, the first

half, the second half and the last two hundred fifty of their answers.
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Figure 5: Average quality of the answers to closed questions over time by sets of 250 answers.

almost half of them. When asked about its use-

fulness, all the users found it useful. When asked

about the Wikipedia links, students indicated that

the links do not always correspond to the word

in question or can lead to a non-existent page.

Nonetheless, nine out of ten participants believed

that the Wikipedia links are effective.

The participants’ feedback about how much the

trainer helped them to improve their vocabulary

was rather positive, 8 out of 10 said that the game

helped them “a lot” and the rest of them said that

the game helped them to some degree. When

asked about the difficulty of the words used with

which they were trained, none of them considered

them “too difficult”, six of the participants consid-

ered them “neither too easy nor too difficult”, and

the four others as “mostly easy”.

With respect to user experience, the vocabulary

trainer seems to have met the expectations of the

participants of the survey, who all indicated that it

was fun to use. We can conclude that the instruc-

tions given prior to the start of the game were help-

ful because none of the participants expressed con-

cern about the game being confusing or frustrat-

ing to play. Also two of the ten participants said

that it was inspiring using the vocabulary trainer.

When asked what they liked or disliked about this

approach, the participants stated that they had a

pleasant insight with the vocabulary teaching ap-

proach, and that while playing, their vocabulary

skills improved. They also indicated that the com-

petition and prizes influenced their involvement

during this period. Regarding the Telegram chat-

bot interface, the learners claimed that they had a

pleasant interaction with it. Just one person raised

a concern about its instability on some occasions.

Last but not least, with respect to additional

feedback, some students took the occasion to

thank us for the opportunity. One student also

mentioned that despite having enjoyed the game,

he believed that it was better suited to middle

school students.

7 Future work

Despite being satisfied with part of our results, this

experiment allowed us to discover a set of short-
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comings in the way we approached the experi-

ment, on top of the challenges that we had already

reported in earlier publications and that were ad-

dressed in this experiment.

Regarding the crowdsourcing potential of v-trel,

we now have a dataset of real answers to closed

question from learners and a refined gold standard

dataset allowing us to know if the answers were

correct or incorrect. As such, we have the data

needed to start testing aggregation methods that

could be included in v-trel. Another aspect we

would like to further explore with respect to the

crowdsourcing potential is to confirm its validity

for other use cases relying on another type of se-

mantic relation (e.g. hyponymy or hypernymy),

for a different type of crowd or for a different lan-

guage. By doing so, we would be able to see if

any specific issues arise and how much our current

conclusions can be extrapolated or generalized.

Regarding the learning impact, we first and

foremost need to evaluate it in a more convinc-

ing fashion for both the open and closed ques-

tions. That would imply addressing the shortcom-

ings listed in Section 6.3. For open questions, we

would need to perform the post-experiment man-

ual evaluation to build a gold standard either on

the whole set of answers or a randomly picked

subset. We would need to allow learners to skip

questions if they have no convincing answers and

would need to find means to consider all answers

of learners and not only the first ones to each ques-

tion. It would also be interesting to observe the

learning impact for other use cases and see once

again how the new results compare to the ones

we obtained from this experiment. Furthermore,

it would as well be interesting to compare v-trel

to an equivalent solution such as the vocabulary

trainers available on existing language learning so-

lutions. However such a comparison is difficult to

perform empirically on the performances of learn-

ers as it would require, first, to involve two crowds

of learners that are large enough in order to en-

sure that any results computed are statistically rel-

evant, second, that the two crowds are similar in

terms of learners profiles in order to ensure that a

tool doesn’t have a more favorable crowd than the

other and third, that both crowds contribute a sim-

ilar amount of time. All in all, comparing v-trel to

an equivalent solution in a relevant and meaning-

ful fashion is a challenge that we do not know yet

how to tackle.

Be it in terms of crowdsourcing potential or

learning impact, it would be interesting to explore

to which extent our results and conclusions also

apply to L2 learners. Indeed, if we consider that

the skills regarding language, including a mother-

tongue, are a continuum, then L1 learners are

among the most capable non-expert crowds we

could rely on. We suspect that relying on L2 learn-

ers would not make a noticeable difference with

the exception that the answers will be of lesser

quality, which would certainly require us to adapt

our approach to some extent.

Finally, if we were to also organize a contest to

win prizes to foster participation in a future exper-

iment, we would need to find means to mitigate

the noise that we suspect such competition cre-

ates by encouraging learners to favor speed over

reflection. A simple strategy could be to award an

always greater amount of points for series of con-

secutive correct answers.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an experiment per-

formed with the aim of evaluating if knowledge

of expert quality about Romanian synonyms could

be crowdsourced from language learners. Such an

evaluation aimed at confirming the viability of a

fully learner-fueled crowdsourcing workflow for

improving such type of linguistic resources.

To perform such an experiment, we adapted

an existing open-source crowdsourcing vocabu-

lary trainer called v-trel that we designed for this

very purpose. Our results clearly confirmed that

such expert knowledge could indeed be produced

by relying on L1 language learners and that v-trel

would be a suitable tool to produce it, once some

missing pieces regarding the aggregation of an-

swers and the automatic generation of closed ques-

tions would be completed. The practical experi-

ence we obtained while running this experiment

reinforced our intuition that expert knowledge

about semantic relations between words other than

synonymy could also be produced in an similar

fashion.

We also took the occasion to further investigate

the learning impact of v-trel on learners. On this

subject our observations are far less conclusive.

On the one hand, while we do believe that there

has been a learning impact overall, our data does

not allow us to draw any clear conclusions on

this subject for all learners. On the other hand,
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we observed clear shortcomings in the way we

evaluated the open questions and, with respect

to closed questions, we suspect that the contest

to win rewards has had a deterring effect on

the quality of the answers provided. In order

to demonstrate the learning impact of v-trel, we

thus need to first address these two issues in a

follow-up experiment.
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